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DIGITAL PILOT 

by Fred Simonds

It might seem hard to imagine, but the 
G1000 is seven years old by technolo-

gy measure, having been born in 2004. 
Its forebears, the GNS 430/530s, date 
to 1998. While they are classics – there 
are over 120,000 GNS 430/530s and 

around 10,000 
G1000s in pan-
els the world over 
– nothing is for-
ever.  

The question 
becomes, what 

lies ahead of us in the brave new world 
of avionics?

Silicon Stability
There you are, having overshot base to 
final, working your way into a cross-
controlled stall with too much aile-
ron, opposite rudder and back pressure. 
Smoothly but firmly silicon-controlled 
servo-muscles engage the yoke, nudging 
the airplane back into the envelope. 

You have just experienced Garmin’s 
Electronic Stability and Protection, ESP. 
ESP gets its data from the air data 

computer and attitude and heading 
reference system, and works through 
the autopilot servos but not through 
the autopilot. ESP can be disabled on 
the G1000 AUX page when intentional 
maneuvers are being done, and is auto-
matically disabled below 200 ft AGL or 
if the pilot is hand-flying. 

If the airplane is about to leave the 
envelope and the pilot takes no action, 
or if the pilot is deemed unresponsive 
over time, ESP takes control of the air-
plane, then turns it over to the autopilot. 
In the latter case ESP will command the 
AP to descend to a lower altitude on the 
presumption that the pilot is hypoxic or 
incapacitated.

TOGA
ESP-capable GFC700 autopilots offer 
automated go-arounds, commonly 
called Takeoff/Go-Around or TOGA. 
At the MAP, press the TOGA button 
on the throttle to keep the AP engaged. 
It then commands a climb, sets itself to 
NAV mode and sequences to the missed 
approach. You add the power, retract 
the flaps and gear and away you go.

Avidyne’s Envelope Protection works 
through its DFC attitude-based auto-
pilots. The DFC90/100 is intended 
to replace S-Tec autopilots in Entegra-
outfitted aircraft, because the DFCs 
get more and better information from 
the Entegra’s ADAHRS, not the turn 
coordinator as with the S-Tec. 

Straight and Level Via a Button
The DFCs have a Straight & Level but-
ton that you press to right the airplane 
if, say, your up gets confused with your 
down. The DFCs include stall and over-
speed protection, where lift and speed 
margins are continuously computed. 

Should the airplane approach stall, 
the autopilot takes over, reduces bank 
and vertical speed to keep the wing 
flying. 

The DFCs also handle overspeeds 
in the same minimalist way, with pull-
outs around 2gs. Unlike the Garmin, 
Avidyne’s envelope protection requires 
the autopilot or flight director to be on.

GOING BEYOND 

THE G1000
You were just getting comfortable with the G1000 

and suddenly it’s old hat. If you like what it can do; 

you’re going to love the newest technology.  

Avidyne DFC Straight & Level button (top). DFC100 panel with Straight & Level 
button (middle). Avidyne synthetic vision showing rising terrain (bottom).
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The New Synthetic Vision
Now three years old, Garmin, Aspen, 
Avidyne and Honeywell have advanced 
the technology almost beyond recogni-
tion.

Aspen’s SV software for its EFD1000 
display system permits not only an over-
lay of the HSI on the SV display, but 
permits up to three screens to show 
synthetic terrain frontally, top down, 
and three-dimensionally in normal view 
and in a close-in adjustable field of view. 
Although lacking dramatic rectangles to 
fly through, it does have the de rigueur 
green flight path marker which shows 
where you’re headed.

Avidyne offers a three-dimensional 
traffic and terrain PFD with visual and 
aural warnings. It zooms out as wide 
as 120 degrees and in as narrow as 20 
degrees with 45 degrees the norm. The 
PFD can be split horizontally to show 
instruments in the upper half with an 
inset top-down moving map or infra-
red camera video in the bottom. 

Avidyne codes airport flags in 
green if they are VFR and then in 
stages through red denoting low IFR. 
Creatively, Avidyne singles out nearby 
terrain in  “threat bubbles” whose colors 
advance from blue to red if you get too 
close .

For the GA jet crowd, Honeywell is 
experimenting with a highly integrat-
ed marriage of synthetic and infra-red 
vision. In this “blended technology”, 
the infra-red camera display is centered 
within a synthetic vision display (as 
opposed to a split-screen) with the PFD 
instruments overlaid atop it all.

All told, SV’s realism is so uncanny it 
makes one wonder whether you should 
log “actual IFR” time with it on. Still, 
several pilots have asked me to turn it 
off as they found it distracting and in 
more than one case, TMI – too much 
information.

Up to the G2000
Garmin’s G2000 is for high-perfor-
mance piston single-engine airplanes. 
Installed in the forthcoming Cessna 
Corvalis TTx, the G2000 offers 14-inch 

screens, split-screen MFD, ESP and 
dual AHRS.

The large screens make the 3D 
SVT even more realistic, and the PFD 
includes topography plus obstacles and 
traffic from the new GTS 800 which 
offers up to 12-nm of active traffic sur-
veillance.

Central to the G2000 is the 
GTC 570 touchscreen control panel. 
Touchscreens have been greeted with a 
degree of skepticism by the pilot com-
munity, fearing input errors in turbu-
lence and familiarity (if not affinity) for 
all the knob-twisting that accompanies 
the G1000 and GNS 430/530 series. 

Avidyne split-screen mode showing instruments in the top half with top-down 
moving map below (top). Garmin G600 split-screen showing synthetic vision look-
ahead on left and top-down moving map on right (above).
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Having flown the Cessna 350 with 
its button-based center console, I can 
attest to the ease of data entry with 
something to rest your arm on, not 
having to reach up and obscure a screen 
with said arm and the general coolness 
of having a jet-like FMS at your finger-
tips. 

The console can even manage air-
craft lighting, heat and air condition-
ing.

Garmin Goes Iridium
Garmin newly offers an XM satellite 
datalink alternative via Iridium satellites, 
offering nearly seamless worldwide cov-
erage through its G1000/3000/500/600 
displays. Coupled to the G1000 or 
G3000, you can text message or e-mail 
anywhere and make satellite phone calls 
through the aircraft intercom system, 
speaking and listening on headsets. 
Don’t forget to fly the plane.

Through Iridium, your aircraft 
can make periodic GPS-based “bread-
crumb” position reports, especially valu-
able when operating in remote areas.

The GTN Series
The biggest thing, in my view, in 

the Garmin TouchScreen 650 and 750 
is the simplification of the user inter-
face. Fewer knobs, buttons, softkeys, 
but retention of the familiar direct-
to and home buttons and concentric 
knobs. Shallow two-touch away menus, 
similar to GNS units. 

Gripping points ease data entry in 
turbulence. High-definition graphics 
for older eyes and a vast improve-
ment over the CGA-graphics look of 
the GNS 430/530. Graphical flight 
planning with the pilot-beloved rub-
ber-band insertion of intermediate way-
points and built-in airways database.

The GTN 750 has a nearly seven-
inch screen, almost twice as big as a 
GNS 530. You can shrink or enlarge an 
approach plate, I-Pad style. The GTN 
650 screen is half again bigger than 
the 430’s yet occupies the same vertical 
space. Since the rear panel wiring is 
different, the 650 is not a drop-in 430 
replacement.

To make the larger GTN 750 screen 
fit, Garmin made the transponder and 
audio panel remotable – placed else-
where, with remote control buttons in 
the 750. In the 650, only the transpon-
der can be remoted, but then again it 
is smaller.

It is going to take a lot to pry the 
venerable 430/530s from users’ panels. 
But if you seek a G1000-like upgrade 
and then some, then the 650/750 
deserves a look.

In all my research I did not find the 
one thing most IFR pilots crave more 
than anything – a holding calculator. I 
guess that’s what keeps IFR instructors 
in business.

Fred Simonds is a Gold Seal CFII 
and factory-certified G1000 instructor. 
See his web page at www.fredonflying.
com.

Garmin GTN Touch Screen (top) and GTS 650 (above).
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